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TOFFLEK: Shocking Future
College students
must get out of their -youth ghettos,
and society must spring
them and their teachers loose on
society.'
This was the thought expressed by Alvin Toffler, author and
social critic, in a lecture Thursday at Meadville High School.
•What a shame it is,- he
claimed, -to put a cork on the
most explosive and energetic
force in the world today. We re
telling them that we just don t
need them for another four, five

or ten years.
Toffler lectured from his
soon-to-be-published book,' The
Future Shock/ and described a
future which would not be a
•quantitative extension of the
past, but a complete upheaval,
overturning — a 'monumental
historical break. The most terrifying facet of the future though,
Toffler explained, will be its
early arrival. Toffler said that
the transience or temporariness
of our present-day relationships
with things, places, people, jobs,

Fullerton for Nixon
' I personally feel that Richard
Nixon is the only candidate that
can end the war effectively and
honorably in the near future,-*
says James Fullerton, President
of the Youth-for-Nixon club here
at Allegheny College. Fullerton,
a 21 year-old political science
major
from Rochester, New
York,was appointed Northwestern
Pennsylvania Director of Youthfor Nixon-Agnew. Fullerton will
direct Youth-for Nixon activities
at 12 northwestern Pennsylvania
colleges between now and election day. He will be assisted
chiefly by Cathy Lewis, a sophomore, who is acting in her first
official capacity.
1 had supported Rockefeller
before the nomination, yet had
no qualms about supporting Nixon when he was nominated.Fullerton had been involved with
the Republican party before being given his present post. Formerly he was the District Coordinator for the Republican college Council of Pennsylvania. He
says that there has been -no
problem at all in recruiting people to work for Nixon.
He savs that his Drime concern

now is getting policy statements,
position papers, and general information about Nixon delivered
to the Seniors. After that and
up until election time he and
his staff will be concerned with
getting information to the general
college public, taking student
polls, setting up campus information centers, and setting up
talks and seminars. These talks
and seminars will be held to
give the students a chance to
hear some of the leading Republicans in the state. All of these
activities will be taking place
on twelve area campuses and will
be coordinated by Fullerton.
Fullerton believes that the Republican Party is heading more
towards youth and re-vitalization. 'Nixon is emphasizing
youth in his campaign, probably
more so than any other nominated
presidential candidate in the
past.
Ha also believes that
most of the keen political observers, (such as Walter Lippman,) are leaning toward Nixon,
which shows that they believe
FULLERTON
CONTINUED, PAGE 4

and ideas is merely a foretaste
of what life will be for the individual in a few years. Our educational system is still firmly
based on unchangeability, he
said.
To remedy
this situation,
Toffler suggested four basic
changes in our educational
system. First, he would have
education a life-long process
with adults and youth intermingled. Secondly, he would have the
curriculum constantly overhauled and changed. Thirdly, he
would pour two new resources
into the starving system parents and students. Lastly, he
would have a new sense of time
and timing emphasized in exTOFFLER
CONTINUED, PAGE 6

"500" Success
If enthusiastic
participation
and novelty
characterize the
root of a new tradition, then
Saturday s Phi Psi 500 earned a
place on following activities calendars.
Competition, judged by the
fraternity members, began with
an individuals race-- one member of each sorority, outfitted
in racing togs, pedaled a tricycle thjough an obstacle course
which included eating marshmallows and pies, breaking eggs,
and struggling through a mud
bath.
Kappa Kappa Gamma-s Mush
Conklin emerged victorious. Sue
Sterret represented Alpha Gamma Delta; Annette Lynch rode
for Alpha Xi Delta; and Mary
Lou Kirkpatrick raced for Kappa
500
CONTINUED, PAGE 4
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To the Editor:
I recently had the priviledge
of dating a woman from the
senior class. The date, by prearrangement , was to attend a
sorority pledge formal, and then
to go out for something to eat
at a downtown restaurant. My
date signed out for senior permissions in the proper manner.
However, since it was raining
when the dance was over, she
decided that it would be wise
to change out of her gown before going downtown in the rain.
Unfortunately, while she was
changing, the fateful hour of one
A.M. struck.
One A.M. on a Friday appears
to be the magic hour when Allegheny women become little girls,
in need of the college s protection. Anyway, on returning from
her room, my date was forbidden
to leave the dorm. It seems that
if a girl is in the dorm at the
hour of permission, she may not
leave again, even if she is entitled to extended permissions.
I fail to see the validity of
this ruling. My date is 21 years
old—an adult under the law. In
addition, her parents have sent
to the college a signed form,
indicating that she has their per-

mission to stay out until 5:0(
A.M; I think that it is bad enough
that the college feels the neec
to act -in loco Parentls. I ses
no reason why it feels the responsibility to act in oppositioi
to the permission of parents
Since a woman is on duty a
Brooks until 5:00, it would hav
been no inconvenience to any
one, so I see no justificatio
for this ruling on those ground
either.
Several days ago, a letter ap
peared in the CAMPUS, writti
by Karen SchreRTer describii
her feelings about Allegheny
inadequate system of permis
sions. I know Karen and respe
her, and I would like to pled
her my support in doing sonx
thing about updating the syste
of permissions on canpus. I ho)
that more students will join j
a mature attempt to behave lii
and to be treated as adult
Bob Plyer I

TO the Editor:
I feel compelled to comme
on Jan Slusmon's letter. My fir
LETTEHS
CONTINUED, PAGE 8

I WONPER IF HE'S AUDiTiNS
THIS COURSE, OR TAKIN6 11
FOR CREPlT...

ihr,

LAW
.
In this 192nd year of the Republic, our Nation suffers from
disregard for law and order.
Generally regarded as an Indefinable set of terms, it is
now a major political campaign
issue.
Americans have a long and
unblemished record of law and
order, yet in 1968 there are candidates for the highest office in
the land who might gravely alter
this record. Those that propose
that there can be no order without justice and that law and progress go hand in hand simply
ignore the facts. In addition,
those radical voices that propose the use of the resources
of the federal government to
heal the social ills they claim
to be the root of crime and
violence disregard the power of
local authority which is more
competent to deal with such problems.
Looking at the facts, one cannot
fall to see the issues in a much
different light than do the two
major political parties and their
candidates. Crime, lawlessness,
and the Negro are all the same
issue. Nevertheless, the focus
of blame should not be centered
on the Negro alone. The Mafia,
the Communists, rebellious
youths, and the courts are equally culpable.
One can have little understanding for the apparent uncivilized
behavior by the Negro and the
nation's youth. Their lack of personal initiative and constant impatience allows them to have
nothing to lose when they provoke trouble. As a result, America's elder, White community
must bear the burden of acting
in the best interests of the
masses.
However, Americans are coming to their collective senses in
1963.
Firearms sales are at an
alltime high. Responsible citizens everywhere are taking an
active interest in maintaining
peace and security In their com-

munities. Local officials are finally taking a hard line regarding
all forms of crime and violence.
The actions of the American
public indicate its sentiments
for maintaining law and order,,
For example, although there are
only 1.3 million people in jail or
on probation or parole in the U.S.,

social workers, teachers, psychologists, and others wasting
their time with hard-core criminals rather than aiding the more
socially fit. The wisdom of the
American public is shown by the
fact that they have indicated disapproval, by a margin of 2 to 1,
of paying higher taxes to improve
the nation's so-called 'corrections system.
Law and order often should be
left to individual initiative. As
an example, between 1882 and
1959, responsible Wh'te Southerners lynched a total of 2,595
misfit Negroes. Overwhelming
sanction is shown by the fact
that not one White citizen was
convicted for any breach of the
public law serving whites and

AND

ORDER

blacks alikeFinally, some answers arc
necessary to deal with the insane, left-wing proposals currently being circulated by wellknown Communist sympathizers.
An expanded welfare system
would foster social leeches that
sap the nation-s life blood and
would free these men for additional crime and violence. The
creation of new jobs with • socalled
'remedial training'
would involve the hopeless task
of instructing the socially unfit
and would jeopardize the job
security of long- standine. loval
employees. Lastly, expanded
Federal aid to education would
allow left-wing government officials to perpetrate further injustices such as the abolition of
school prayer.
Those who might argue that
these views are racially prejudiced can be silenced by the
introduction of the following plan.
Firearms should be sold to racial
LLOYD
CONTINUED, PAGE 6

Kids, Kites, and ACE
Steve directed the final arrangement of the small, painted,
wooden blocks carved to represent houses and barns, having
them placed on the platform,
completing a child s farm scene.
On another day in the spring,
Vince stood back and admired
the homemade kite he had constructed. However, not all the
products at Meadville's Day Care
Center are as tangible as ih->ST.
Allttle girl given attention for
an afternoon by having her hair
washed and set; or a small boy
enjoying his favorite
Golden
Books with a college student
are equally important goals of
the program.
Since most of
the children have been raised
in the poor housing districts

by Karen Pomerantz 71
they have learned to respond
to violence; therefore, much of
the Day Care Center's emphasis
is on improving the child s selfconcept.
Even at the Center, some of
the behavior is agresslve and
fights can become popular. However, the we kers must realize
that every child should be given
an opportunity to explain the
reasons for his behavior. He
can be separated from the group,
introduced to a new toy, or a
punching bag.
While encouraging cooperation
and appreciation of a broader
cultural range for the children,
the structure remains flexible
ACE CONTINUED
PAGE 6

VIEWPOINT
No w that the student body
has been given a chance to voice
its opinion through constructive
dialogue, it will be interesting to
see how many take advantage of
this opportunity. Primarily in
reference to the open Chapel
services
every
Wednesday
morning, there is now the means
by which students may take the
initiative in bringing relevant
issues to the campus.
This service m.\ght be used
in several ways:
In Its traditional role, it
served as a speaking place for
officials outside the Allegheny
community. This function should
be maintained and if possible,
emphasized even more.
Anothe" use for this time
might perhaps be public debates
between student leaders and
members within the college. Topics could consist of a discussion of current social policies,
such as dorm dating and wo-

men's permissions, and lead
hopefully to the modification of
current policies.
Another avenue of experimentation might be along a type
of current topics discussion. Involved in this could be students,
faculty members and/or guests
commenting on pertinent issues.
The format would be flexible
enough to Include topics along
political, historical, and social
lines, and if possible covering
topics on the relevancy of current
literature, art, drama and music
on the American society. The
possibilities for such an undertaking are unlimited, and could
consist of subjects ranging from
international problems to campus complaints.
Granted, such proposals are
indeed ambitious. True also is
the fact that any idea along these
lines assumes some willingness
within the student body itself
for implementing a program of
this nature. Nonetheless, such
use of the Chapel service could
prove, unlike it has in the past,
to be of valuable service to the
college community, offering concerned students an opportunity
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to confront pressing issues and
in Hie process, gain some understanding of the world outside of
Allegheny.
500
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Alpha Theta.
In
the tricycle decoration
class,
Alpha Gams took the
plaque for a brightly crete-papered creation. Selected as 'Grub
Queen,Carol Estrich of Kappa
Alpha Theta earned her title with
a scarred cheek and combat
boots.
The award for relay team weat
to Kappa Kappa Gamma with
Carole Cheely, Janet Hoffman,
and Em Garlich best displaying
a knack for kindergarten'how to.
Festivities continued through
the evening with an all-college
dance at the Phi Psi house, featuring 'Rebecca and the Sunnybrook Farmers.'

FULLERTON
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he can do the best job.
Eric Rabe, who appointed Fullerton as Coordinator, is working
directly under the Nixon- Agnew
Victory Team in Harrisburgwith
Governor Shafer and ex-Governor Scranton.
It is from
there that the five state districts, such as the one Fullerton heads, are coordinated. 'We
are confident Jim can do the job
in the time remaining before
election day,* Raje said as he
appointed Fullertou.
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BALDWIN S f. i'FTWEEN PROSPECT AND ALLEGHENY
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ASG
{PRESIDENT
>. . . an integral part of
the University s purpose is the
development of a mature and
critical mind. To become an
educated person, one must be
able to make choices for himself. Students in the midst of
this educational process must
be given sufficient and realistic
opportunity to develop the facility to make individual decisions
and to accept responsibility for
these decisions.'
•Liberal education is fundamentally education for the intelligent use of freedom in a
free
society.
This kind of
intelligence can develop best in
an atmosphere of freedom/
Drew University
Allegheny College claims to
be dedicated to a liberal arts
education. The students aren t.
The faculty isn-t. The administration refuses to live up to
its words.
We are asked to learn, grow,
and behave as mature adults,,
and then told how to live. We
aregivenigoals of intellectual responsibility; and not allowed to
act responsibly,, We come to

understand the individual authority expected of us, and then are
refused the right to exert it.
We are called men and women,
and treated as boys and girls.
' To permit irresponsible
authority is to sow disaster;
to hold a man responsible for
anything he does not control is
to behave with blind idiocy.'
Robert Helnlein
•The primary goal of a university is education. The more
it extends itself into non- academic concerns, the more suspect are its goals/
Ken Gates
Student Government President
Drew University
'The University should get out
of the babysitting business.President Oxaam,
Drew University
•It should. Now.'
The Drew ACORN
— sieve baker

The Freshman class will hold
its first meeting of the year,
Monday, October 21, at 8:00 p.m.
in the T. V. Lounge of the C.U,
Freshmen - if you want a good
class this year - come!
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Anyone interested in joining
the Spanish Club is encouraged
to attond the organizational
meeting to be held this Thursday .October 24th at 7:00 P.M.
in Murray Hall #120. At this
time any ideas will bo accepted
and election of officers will take
place. Fluent knowledge of Spanish is not a prerequisite.
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Chaplin Returns
The new 'keeper
,'t the tomb of the dead God
at Allegheny/ and the man -responsible for conducting guided
tours each Sunday morning at
the chapel, is an Allegheny alum,
returned to his old stamping
grounds as chaplain and assistant professor of religion.
Bruce M. Stephens graduated
from Allegheny in 1961, from,
which jumping off point he went
on to the theological school of
Drew University, and three years
as student pastor of the Gladstone Methodist Church in Gladstone , New Jersey. He is currently working on his PhD in
church history at Drew.,
In describing the switch from
a role as an Allegheny student
to the role of molder of Allegheny minds, Stephens compared
his experience to that of the
theologian
Karl Barth, who
after finishing his student days
and one year of teaching, commented that he had chewed on
one side of the green apple for
so many years, only to find
the other side of the apple
equally green.
Stephens major project for
the summer, in addition to

TOFFLER
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isting courses and taught specifically as a -Course in Future.
This 'Course in Future would
consist of thre-j main objectives.
The first objective would be to
develop the students speculative
and imaginative inquiry into future possibilities.
The second objective would be
to develop through y-iuosophy of
science and logic, the students
sense of future probability. The
third objective would be to instill in the students an awareness of future preferability. This
would entail a focus on values.
Toftler-s own answer to the
search for new values is a complete emphasis on the value of
community service. This value,
to him, is the answer - the cure
for -Future Shock.

working on 'finishing my union
card (the PhD),- consisted of
steeling myself for the coming
year.
The Stephens are also working
on restoring their new 70 acre
Gravel Run farm outside of
Meadville.

Especially important for all
new students and freshmen, the
cost of your ticket to all Allegheny Playhouse productions is
included in your activity fea, so
ACE CONTINUED
your admission is essentially
FROM PAGE 3
free. However, you MUST come
though organized. An afternoon to the Box Office to reserve a
begins with a light snack, folseat. Your ticket for that relowed by an arts and crafts served seat will be held at the
project with the group or ex- Box Office to be picked up the
ploration of a book with student night of the performance. The
aid.
Box Office for TELEMACHU3
Not all the educational sit- CLAY will open Wednesday, Octuations are limited to the Ter- ober 23, 1968 from 1:00 p.m. race Street house, though. Dur- 4:00 p.m. It will be open Thursing the winter, the Salvation Army day, October 24 and Friday, OctGym provided courts for basket- ober 25 and Monday through Friball and catch. Later the act- day
of the
following week
ivities scene moved to the park 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
where the children learned to
play with other children from
the neighborhood.
The Red Cross Bloodmobile
However, most significantly,
the children learn how to deal will be on campus on October
All the- who wish to
with other people in a social 29th.
situation-whether it is another donate, please sign up in your
sorority rooms, fraternity houschild or an Allegheny student.
In a more educational context, es, or dorm sections. The deadline for signing up is Friiiy
the child s awareness of his enafternoon (October 17th). If there
vironment is expanded through
are any questions, please contact
field trips to a store, a bank,
Tom Emorson.
or farm, or through weekly tutoring sessions. Improvements
may develop slowly, but the results are vastly important in
Seniors are reminded of their
preparing -our children to deal
class banquet to be held Wednesmore effectively with a world day, October 23, at 6 p.m. In
outside their static horizons.
Brooks Hall.

LLOYD
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minorities without discrimination, even with some preferential treatment such as full
credit privileges. National statistics show that the victims of
personal crimes are set upon by
members of their own race.
Herein lies the Justice and the
rational end to crime and
violence.

Opportunity for Allegheny College students to organize their
own student-taught course. If
interested in a definite area in
which to teach or if a group
is generally interested, contact
Dick Stewart, Chairman, Academic Committee, at 333-1111,
This would be on a non-credit
basis and a specific proposal
would have Co pass the office
of the Dean of Instruction.

page seven

SPORTS |
After
a string of three
straight victorias, the Alleghev
Gators ran Into a fired up Carnegie Mellon teanf that was not
to bo denied victory. Before a
large Homecoming crowd the
Pittsburgh team capitalized on
numerous Gator mistakes on
route to a stunning 48-18 victory.
It was a disappointing day for the
Gators of coach John Chuckran
andone they would like to forget.
The only encouraging note in all
this is that Allegheny is still undefeated in P.A.C competition
and is pointing toward a showdown match against Thlel in
Greenville on November 9.
Carnegio Mellon soared out
of tie locker room and scored
15 points in the first quarter on
two touchdowns and a safety. Tom
Lombardo garnered the two
scores on runs of 9 and 8 yards.
Joe Chernay added one extra
point, and when a bad pass from
center could not be handled by
Gator punter Gary Esary he was
tackled in the end for a safety.
Mellon kept up its relentless
pressure in the second quarter
with 13 more points. Freshman
signal caller Richie Squires directed the Plttsburghers with
all the poise and confidence of a
veteran field general. Ken Batorski scored on a 14 yard run
and Squires hit Dave Thomas with
a 6 yard scoring strike. Chernay
made one extra point and Mellon
had a staggering 28 points in the
first half.
The Gators only score of the
half came as they drove down to
the Carnegie Mellon 6 yard line.
From there Mike Kalsterthrewa
halfback option pass which was
gathered in for six points by tight
end Colin Smith. Allegheny faked
the kick for the extra point, but
the bid for two was no good and
at the half the score readC.M.U.
28, Allegheny 6.
The second half started out no

Gators Trounced
48-18

better than the first had been.
Early in the third quarter due to a
letter perfect punt, the Gators
found themselves first and ten at
their own one yard line. Mike
Van Yarkes took a handoff but
fumbled and Carnegie Mellon recovered on the 7. Batorski legged it the seven yards on a handoff and it was 34-6. The kick was
blocked.
Allegheny came to life midway in the third period and the
contingent of Gator fans had
memories of the come from behind win over Bethany. Ganey
started to get hot. He hit Creenan
for good yardage on Creenan s
favorite over the middle pattern.
The Gators scored when Ganey
hit Jay Lewis who took the ball on
the 15 yard line and showed his
heels to the defensive secondary
on route to a score. The score
was 34-12 as the try for two points
failed.

The Gators came right back
on the next series putting the ball
in t'l-s air ;.'.&•'• continually.
Ganey capped the drive with a 4th
down pas« o Colin Smith who
hauled it in for his second T.D, of
the game. The two point conversion again failed and it was
34-18 Mellon.
The Gators hope for another
Bethany soon vanished as 'he Pittsburgh tsain proved they had
come to play. Carnegie captain
Larry Getto, who was playing
despite a badly bruised leg, intercepted a pass deep in his own
territory in the key play of the
half. After the interception the
Alleghenians never could regain
any momentum. In the fourth
period, Squires fired touchdown
passes of 24 and 10 yards to Batorski and Thomas respectively.
Final score 48-18.

FOOTBALL
CONTINUED, PAGE 8

See our new selection of

London Fog Spring Jackets and
Low-priced Sport Coats

OF MEADVILLE
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SOCCER

&ijy dropped its home
soccer opener to Adelbert, 4-0,
Saturday. The Gators played well
defensively, but were never able
to mount an offensive threat.
Adelbert scored its first goal
with 17:50 gone in the opening
quarter. Jaime Ortiz, recovering after he had slipped, slammed the ball past goalie John Me
Clester -70, unassisted.
Gator fullbacks were the
mainstay on defense. Bill Duda
-70 and Ed Tetleman -69 played
the ball well; each was responsible for saving probable goals.
Freshman Rick Martin was spectacular, out-manuevering opponents and booming the ball upfield.
After several swift exchanges
of possession, Ted Bunt scored
after Ortiz s shot Ival ?/
short, at 20 minutes e<.'o \ >" "i i

second quarts..".
The Gaiov.i • >ok 14 shots, but
few were from the inside or at
close range. McClester picked
up 13 saves on 20 Adelbert shots.
Adelbert added two scores in
the third period. Jon Bartnik, assisted by Emile Kirchner tallied
with 9:55 gone, and at 13:42,
Kirchner bounced a shot off Tettoman into the goal. Bartnik was
awarded an assist.
The Gators were on thever^a
of scoring « i w sjcond-string
Adelbert goalie Phil Kalmen
fumbled a shot. However, he
quickly recovered.
Playing under an unlimited
substitution rule, both coaches
were able to use many members
of the second team.
The Gators, now 0-2, travel
to Grove City on October 23.

Rifle
Results of Rifle
Friday, October 18.
Allegheny 1289
Indiana U. of Pa. 1275
Allegheny
R. Fields 268 (Sr)
S. Reilly 261 (Soph)
G. March 260 (Sr)
R. Rudolph 258 (Fr)
E. Layng -242 (Jr)
1289

Match,

ober 26.
Other members of Alleghenys rifle team:
W. Schmidt (Jr)
L. Icardi (Fr)
LETTER?
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
comment is a quotation from his
letter; 'His compulsions lead
him to senseless personal attacks on other people that serve
only to irritate everyone but
Indiana
him.*
Doverspike 284
My second comine-.it is on Mr.
Stoner
253
Slusmon s very valid question as
Halfhill
248
to why I write letters to the
Gresock
246
CAMPUS. The answers he gave
Schmucker 244
are not correct. I write letters
1275
for two purposes; 1) to air my
Allegheny won its first rifle views, and 2) to dispute views
match of the year by downing In- I disagree with. The letter that
diana U. of Pa. here on Friday. incited Mr. Slusmon was basicalIndiana is now 1 and 1 having pre- ly of the latter type. I have made
viously defeated Washington and no attempt to remain silent when
Jefferson.
views which I consider nor only
Bob Doverspike, a soph- invalid but also despicable and
omore, led the visitors with a
dangerous are expressed,, Last
league record 284. Senior Rick year I expended some euargy
Fields was high man for the Ga- disagreeing with the vlaw of
tors with a 268.
American foreign policy exAllegheny, Indiana, Carnegie pressed in the Gospel according
Mellon, and Duquesne meet in to Culbertson.
Pittsburgh for a four way match
My last letter concer.iea Mr.
this coming Saturday, OctCulbertsons libels about convention weak in Chicago. I pointed

FOOTBALL
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In an otherwise dismal day,
there were a few rays of sunshine
for the Gators. Jim Stover played his usual outstanding game at
defensive and offensive tackle.
Pete Blaufarb turned in a solid
two way showing andGary Proden
made his presence felt with bone
crushing tackles. Joe Harding
and Jay Lewis also had some good
moments defensively for the
Gators.
Offensively,
Colin Smith
caught 5 passes for 75 yards to
make him the leading Gator receiver of the day, Mike Keister
was the leading rusher for the Gators as he ground out 42 yards in
9 carries. -Mingo also threw a
touchdown pass.
Next week the Gators travel
to Washington, Pa. for a P.A.C,
encounter with Washington and
Jefferson.' Let s hope this game
is out of their system and the
Gators can get back on the winning road.
out that whar he said he in no
way substantiated, I also questioned his ability as an observer.
Mr. Slusmon s letter seemed to
show that he does not think that
I really believe the views that
I expressed. Do the supporters
of McCarthy have a monopoly
on honest belief? Does everyone
disagreeing with those particular
views automatically be-jome an
irrational fascist capable only of
'intellectual anarchy?I do believe in an agressive
foreign policy similar to that
of John Foster Dulles. I do think
that DISRUPTIVE demonstrations should not be tolerated.
I do not believe that reform from
outside of the established structure is desirable, I do "GIVE A
OA.MH abou* what I believe
and I will continue to express
my ideas in print and attack
the merits of other ideas and
their expounders in print when
I feel that those ideas and those
e*-pounders mus- be discredited
and their invalidity shown., I find
it the consummate Irony that Mr.
Slusmon attacks my use of free
.-speech.
Respacifully,
Roger L(ewis) '70

